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Designated a National Important Cultural Asset, his residence, known as Kazamidori-no-Yashiki (Manor House), was built in 1909 by Mr. Godfried Thomas, a Dutch national, as his personal residence. The house's brick exterior makes it unique among the residences in the Kitano-Yamate district. With the front porch's stone masonry, the house exudes a sense of dignity. The interior design is an attractive fusion of the Victorian and Art Nouveau of the late 19th to early 20th century.
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Inscription on the Bandung "0" KM Milestone

A.H. DAHIDJEL, Governor General of the Dutch Indies (1888-1917), and one of his most notable acts as Governor General was to build the GREAT POST ROAD, DE GROOTE POSTWEG, stretching from Dago (Bandung) to Pasarreboe (East Java).

The main purpose of constructing DE GROOTE POSTWEG was to intensify interprovincial trade in the interests of consolidating defense on the island.

When construction of the bridge over the Cipondoh River was completed in 1918, on a certain day, Governor General A.H. DAHIDJEL, and the Regent of Bandung, REMBUTQANAR, walked over it and reached this point. A.H. DAHIDJEL, in a wooden box into the ground, while saying: "ZORIG, DAT ALI IK TEROH ROM STAD CE SEDUNW." - in recognition to his DE GROOTE POSTWEG plus.

MAKE SURE THAT WHEN I RETURN, I SEE A NEW CITY IS BUILT RIGHT HERE."

At this particular spot people then built a milestone signifying the KILOMETER "0" (SURTET) point.

If gone until today, this point is still recognized and known as KM. Rd. 0+00.
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